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Bridging the GapBridging the Gap

BNursBNurs (Mental Health) (Mental Health) –– 33rdrd year students.year students.
Enquiry Based Learning (EBL) Enquiry Based Learning (EBL) -- within the within the 
‘‘real lifereal life’’ environmentenvironment
Adopts principles from both Problem Based Adopts principles from both Problem Based 
Learning (PBL) approach and clinical Learning (PBL) approach and clinical 
supervisionsupervision
A blend of eA blend of e--learning and facelearning and face--toto--face face 
supervision groupssupervision groups



What did we want?What did we want?

A model of learning that would ….
Facilitate student nurses to gain confidence in 
their ability to identify and resolve clinical, 
theoretical and ethical dilemmas as they arise in 
their clinical placements
Encourage students to reflect on their clinical 
knowledge, research and policy guidance and 
application to their clinical practice 
Enable students to gain an experience of the 
supervisee’s role in a structured and formal  
supervisory setting



Seven Step Approach Seven Step Approach 
(Dolmans & Schmidt. 1994)

1.1. Clarify your understanding about the situation Clarify your understanding about the situation 
2.2. Define unfamiliar terms, concepts and vocabularyDefine unfamiliar terms, concepts and vocabulary
3.3. Analyse the main issues Analyse the main issues 
4.4. SSift and sort by considering the area/s to focus onift and sort by considering the area/s to focus on
5.5. Identify learning outcomes and agree on Identify learning outcomes and agree on 

‘‘SMARTERSMARTER’’ goals goals 
6.6. DecidDecide where or who to find information frome where or who to find information from
7. Report back to group by discussing your findings7. Report back to group by discussing your findings



Problem based learning as a 
platform…

PBL can facilitate student MH nurses to 
become reflective, enquiring lifelong 
learners for their professional role by for their professional role by 
engaging them in engaging them in authenticauthentic situations situations 
during clinical training during clinical training ((Barrow et al 2002, 
Ehrenberg &  Häggblom 2007)

Student nStudent nurses view the use of ambiguous 
scenarios unhelpful (Yuen et al 2008, Tiwari et al 
2006)



Incorporating a  Supervision Incorporating a  Supervision 
ApproachApproach………………

Develop knowledge and competence,
promote a sense of security in nursing
situations and enhance personal development 
and  professional solidarity (Arvidsson et al 2001)

Feel emotionally and psychologically supported 
in dealing with the unfamiliar demands of 
practice (Saarikoski et al 2006, Carver et al 
2007,Benjamin & Sohnen-Moe 2007) 



The Development of the Model The Development of the Model 
Previous PBL Model Previous PBL Model –– until 2006until 2006
Using Using ‘‘paperpaper’’ case studies based on clinical practice  case studies based on clinical practice  
generated by tutorgenerated by tutor
Peer Supervision Groups Peer Supervision Groups -- EBL Approach EBL Approach –– 20072007
Using Using ‘‘real lifereal life’’ case studies case studies 
EE-- Learning EBL Approach Learning EBL Approach –– 20082008
EBL model with onEBL model with on--line delivery (Blackboard)  line delivery (Blackboard)  --
Some limited face to face input from tutorsSome limited face to face input from tutors
Blended EBlended E--learning/Supervision learning/Supervision ‘‘EBL ModelEBL Model’’ –– 20092009
A combination of face to face supervision and on A combination of face to face supervision and on ––
line delivery with service user involvementline delivery with service user involvement



Stage 1Stage 1 -- ‘Trigger issue’
from clinical practice is 
identified, clarified, 
discussed and prioritised in 
supervision  group and 
placed onto blackboard to 
initiate a blog

Stage 2. A blog is 
then used to clarify 
the terms of reference 
and to identify what 
they need to know 
about to resolve the  
identified issue using 
the 7 step approach

Stage 3 – Issues from the blog 
are discussed in the 
supervision group. Each 
student identifies relevant 
information to aid in the 
resolution of the problem. 
This is then placed onto an 
on-line discussion board

Stage 4 – The final 
supervision group 
involves students 
reporting their findings 
and applying these to 
the identified clinical 
situation

The EBL Model



Components of this EBL ModelComponents of this EBL Model
REFLECTIVE SKILLSREFLECTIVE SKILLS
Students must reflect on the Students must reflect on the 
workplace experiences to workplace experiences to 
identify problem issues identify problem issues 
which they observe which they observe 
practitioners attempting to practitioners attempting to 
overcome overcome 

COMMUNICATION SKILLSCOMMUNICATION SKILLS
Skills include the ability to Skills include the ability to 
communicate issues to groups, communicate issues to groups, 
utilising onutilising on--line discussion board  line discussion board  
in a professional and focused in a professional and focused 
manner and to enhance the skill manner and to enhance the skill 
of reporting findings succinctlyof reporting findings succinctly

RESEARCH SKILLSRESEARCH SKILLS
Encourages curiosity by Encourages curiosity by 
asking questions from the asking questions from the 
perspective of different perspective of different 
stakeholders and evaluation stakeholders and evaluation 
of existing evidence baseof existing evidence base

INTEGRATION of KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION of KNOWLEDGE 
with PRACTICEwith PRACTICE

Application and synthesis of Application and synthesis of 
newly acquired knowledge newly acquired knowledge 
and understanding to the and understanding to the 
identified problem identified problem 



Questions Themes

What do you do/say to someone who has just What do you do/say to someone who has just 
attempted suicide? attempted suicide? 
How can I assess if someone has capacity to How can I assess if someone has capacity to 
care if they have mental health problems and care if they have mental health problems and 
so does the one they care for? so does the one they care for? 
What is the evidence base for treatment of What is the evidence base for treatment of 
someone who self harms? someone who self harms? 
How do you deal with inappropriate/sexual How do you deal with inappropriate/sexual 
comments in clinical practice?comments in clinical practice?

Clinical skills

Clinical skills / Theory

Evidence based Practice 

Clinical skills / Ethics

What are the possible interventions for a client What are the possible interventions for a client 
with cowith co--existing mental health & learning existing mental health & learning 
disabilities at high risk of self neglect and disabilities at high risk of self neglect and 
vulnerability?vulnerability?
How can I manage a client who has a How can I manage a client who has a 
‘‘dependentdependent’’ personality disorder who personality disorder who 
threatens to kill themselves?threatens to kill themselves?
What should I do if I hear a patient being What should I do if I hear a patient being 
verbally abused by a member of staff?verbally abused by a member of staff?

Clinical skills / Evidence 
based practice

Clinical skills / Theory
Evidence based practice

Ethics

Examples of clinical issuesExamples of clinical issues



Questions Themes

How do you introduce a new manager into a well How do you introduce a new manager into a well 
established team? established team? 

The marketing manager seems to be The marketing manager seems to be ‘‘burnt outburnt out’’. . 
What does this mean and how can I deal with it? What does this mean and how can I deal with it? 

One of my managers has asked his brother to One of my managers has asked his brother to 
join his project team on an join his project team on an ‘‘unofficialunofficial’’ basis basis –– he he 
has started to bully one of my junior managers has started to bully one of my junior managers 
and I am not sure how to manage this situationand I am not sure how to manage this situation

What is the best way to manage the What is the best way to manage the 
redundancies which are expected in my dept? redundancies which are expected in my dept? 

The company is distributing a product which I The company is distributing a product which I 
believe to be flawed believe to be flawed –– how do I manage this ?how do I manage this ?

Organisational Change

Human Resources

Ethics / Law / Human 
Resources /

Communication Skills

Communication Skills / 
Human resources

Ethics / Law

Examples of Potential Business Related Examples of Potential Business Related 
Issues? ( or not Issues? ( or not ……. ) . ) 



Stage One Stage One –– Initiating the IssueInitiating the Issue

Close this window Close this window 

MessageSubjectMessageSubject::
P.R.N medication P.R.N medication Topic:Topic:
ACTIVITY ONE ACTIVITY ONE -- POST YOUR ISSUE (ORANGE GROUP) POST YOUR ISSUE (ORANGE GROUP) 
Author:Author: Joe Joe BloggsBloggs Date:Date: 26 January 2010 17:4926 January 2010 17:49
Activity One Activity One 
Identification of a clinical issue Identification of a clinical issue 

During my placement a new patient was consistently asking for P.During my placement a new patient was consistently asking for P.R.N. R.N. 
medication. The patient had been using cannabis frequently beformedication. The patient had been using cannabis frequently before e 
and during admission. I notice that some nurses would administerand during admission. I notice that some nurses would administer
P.R.N. quicker than other nurses. When should the nurse administP.R.N. quicker than other nurses. When should the nurse administer/refuseer/refuse
the P.R.N. medication? Is their a time frame for the nurse to cthe P.R.N. medication? Is their a time frame for the nurse to consider? onsider? 
Or is it solely based on the nurseOr is it solely based on the nurse’’s discretion? s discretion? 
ReplyReply Forward Lock Message Forward Lock Message 

Messages in the threadMessages in the thread Display Complete ThreadDisplay Complete Thread

https://blackboard.manchester.ac.uk/webct/urw/lc2575192743041.tp2813510520101/compiledMessageThreadView.dowebct?compileaction=displayCompleteThread&messageid=2904046774111&topicid=2858345526031&areaid=-1


Another clinical issueAnother clinical issue……..



Stage two Stage two -- BlogBlog
Subject: P.R.N. Empowering the patient Subject: P.R.N. Empowering the patient 
Author: Joe Author: Joe BloggsBloggs
Date: 04 March 2010 12:13 Date: 04 March 2010 12:13 
I have asked nurses on my placement about when P.R.N. should be I have asked nurses on my placement about when P.R.N. should be used.used.
The majority of nurses seem to agree that P.R.N can be helpful iThe majority of nurses seem to agree that P.R.N can be helpful in reducing clients/patients n reducing clients/patients 
symptoms when in distress. However this differs depending on thesymptoms when in distress. However this differs depending on the setting. As P.R.N in the setting. As P.R.N in the 
community differs from P.R.N on the ward, for example; the nursecommunity differs from P.R.N on the ward, for example; the nurse decides when it is decides when it is 
appropriate to use P.R.N medication whilst the person is in a hoappropriate to use P.R.N medication whilst the person is in a hospital setting. Clients within the spital setting. Clients within the 
community can decide when they need to take P.R.N. Reflecting oncommunity can decide when they need to take P.R.N. Reflecting on my experiences within both my experiences within both 
settings; this is a good starting point for the nurse/patient resettings; this is a good starting point for the nurse/patient relationship to take place. I lationship to take place. I 
feel that this can empower patients. For example;feel that this can empower patients. For example;

••When to use their P.R.N. medication safely?When to use their P.R.N. medication safely?
••Empowering the patient/client to manage their P.R.N medication sEmpowering the patient/client to manage their P.R.N medication safely prior to discharge.afely prior to discharge.

••Recognising/spotting possible side effects and what to do if a cRecognising/spotting possible side effects and what to do if a client suspects that are lient suspects that are 
experiencing them.experiencing them.

However I feel that I have not seen this practiced as much on thHowever I feel that I have not seen this practiced as much on the wards than the e wards than the 
community. Has anyone observed this within their placements?community. Has anyone observed this within their placements?

CommentsComments (1 Comments / 0 New)(1 Comments / 0 New)



End of Stage TwoEnd of Stage Two
MessageMessage
Subject: Issues to be brought onto postings Orange Group Subject: Issues to be brought onto postings Orange Group --PRN meds Topic: ACTIVITY SIX PRN meds Topic: ACTIVITY SIX ––
FINAL POST (ORANGE GROUP) Author: Lindsay Rigby Date: 19 March 2FINAL POST (ORANGE GROUP) Author: Lindsay Rigby Date: 19 March 2010 14:02010 14:02

Following the PBL we have generated some questions which need toFollowing the PBL we have generated some questions which need to be answered by putting the be answered by putting the 
information you find onto this part of the discussion board . Foinformation you find onto this part of the discussion board . For those of you who were absent today r those of you who were absent today 
we have allocated you with a subject area !we have allocated you with a subject area !
1.1.

1. What is the evidence base for PRN provision in community sett1. What is the evidence base for PRN provision in community settings and Inings and In-- pt   pt   
wards ? Tomwards ? Tom
2. How has the evidence linked to policy guidance ? Peter & Paul2. How has the evidence linked to policy guidance ? Peter & Paul
3. is the use of PRN included in advanced directives and crisis 3. is the use of PRN included in advanced directives and crisis planning? Bonnie planning? Bonnie 

2.2. 4. What the psychological alternatives for PRN? Elvis4. What the psychological alternatives for PRN? Elvis
5. What are the guidelines for medication reviews when PRN is fr5. What are the guidelines for medication reviews when PRN is frequently used ? equently used ? 
JaneJane
6. What are the potential side effects of PRN medication? Kate6. What are the potential side effects of PRN medication? Kate
7. What are the safest types of medication for PRN in the commun7. What are the safest types of medication for PRN in the community? Bobity? Bob
8. How do we monitor 8. How do we monitor prnprn use in clients with dual diagnosis? Bethuse in clients with dual diagnosis? Beth

Edit MessageEdit Message ReplyReply ForwardForward Lock MessageLock Message

Messages in the threadMessages in the thread Display Complete ThreadDisplay Complete Thread
Name RatingName Rating AuthorAuthor DateDate

https://blackboard.manchester.ac.uk/webct/urw/lc2575192743041.tp2813510520101/createMessage.dowebct?todo=view&actionType=reply&areaid=-1&topicid=2858361130031&messageid=3007614542071&donotrefresh=
https://blackboard.manchester.ac.uk/webct/urw/lc2575192743041.tp2813510520101/compiledMessageThreadView.dowebct?compileaction=displayCompleteThread&messageid=3007614542071&topicid=2858361130031&areaid=-1


Stage three Stage three –– Feeding back Feeding back 
InformationInformation

Subject: Activity 5 MMHSCT Policy PRN Substance misuse Subject: Activity 5 MMHSCT Policy PRN Substance misuse Author: BobAuthor: Bob
Date: 15 March 2010 19:13Date: 15 March 2010 19:13
HiyaHiya, been looking at the Policy and guidelines for the use of , been looking at the Policy and guidelines for the use of ‘‘as requiredas required’’ or extra or extra 
medication for behavioural disturbance including rapid tranquillmedication for behavioural disturbance including rapid tranquillisation (2009) it gives isation (2009) it gives 
guidance/answers on all the questions raised at the PBL. I was rguidance/answers on all the questions raised at the PBL. I was really interested about eally interested about 
the guidance given to patients who are suspected in taking recrethe guidance given to patients who are suspected in taking recreational drugs? ational drugs? 

Substance misuse  Substance misuse  -- Care should be taken to identify concomitant substance misuse Care should be taken to identify concomitant substance misuse 
and the drugs involved. Consideration of possible interactions band the drugs involved. Consideration of possible interactions between illicit etween illicit 
substances consumed and psychotropic medication must be taken insubstances consumed and psychotropic medication must be taken into account when to account when 
prescribing. Physical monitoring must occur when prescribing. Physical monitoring must occur when psychotropicspsychotropics are given when there are given when there 
is suspicion that illicit substances have been taken. (MMHSCT 20is suspicion that illicit substances have been taken. (MMHSCT 2009).09).

I was reflecting my own experiences on the wards and in the commI was reflecting my own experiences on the wards and in the community about unity about 
patients/clients who take recreational drugs. Patients donpatients/clients who take recreational drugs. Patients don’’t get regular drugs test on the t get regular drugs test on the 
ward and especially in the community, what does anyone think aboward and especially in the community, what does anyone think about this? ut this? 

Web: Web: 
www.mhsc.nhs.ukwww.mhsc.nhs.uk/.../Test%20a%20Clinical%20Protocol%20to%20Enhance%20Use%/.../Test%20a%20Clinical%20Protocol%20to%20Enhance%20Use%
20of%20P...20of%20P...



Examples of blogExamples of blog



Example of feedbackExample of feedback



Evaluation in progressEvaluation in progress
Cohort of 2007 (Group Supervision, n=7)  
compared with
Cohort of 2008 (on–line,  n=8) 
and Cohort 2009 ( Blended model n= 8)

Focus groups using a thematic analysis to elicit the 
feasibility and acceptability of both models 
Pre/Post Questionnaire to determine confidence 
and acceptability of e-learning model
Quantitative Analysis of the data extracted from 
Blackboard 



Quotes from Supervision Quotes from Supervision 
Focus Group  Focus Group  

“I thought that because we were choosing our own topic it was far
more interesting & you wanted to do the work”

“Before I felt very unsupported in clinical areas although you had a 
mentor”

“I found that through other peoples’ problems I learnt a lot about 
relevant good practice guidelines”

“It’s nice to know that you’re not the only one who has problems in 
clinical areas, and that other people are feeling unsure as well”

“We talked about things that had been brought up in lectures before 
but I was still a bit unsure about”

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://sfhelp.org/art/group.gif&imgrefurl=http://sfhelp.org/11/sg-thriv3.htm&h=111&w=232&sz=6&hl=en&start=452&um=1&tbnid=H_L5nRcBPdfPuM:&tbnh=52&tbnw=109&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgroup%2Bstorming%26start%3D440%26ndsp%3D20%26svnum%3D10%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4ADBS_en___GB237%26sa%3DN


Supervision Group ThemesSupervision Group Themes……
Relevance to study / practiceRelevance to study / practice
More interesting and relevant to clinical practice than More interesting and relevant to clinical practice than 
traditional models of PBLtraditional models of PBL
Promoted independent learning and enhanced motivation Promoted independent learning and enhanced motivation 
Provided an insight into use of clinical supervisionProvided an insight into use of clinical supervision
Acceptability as a method of learningAcceptability as a method of learning
Did not suit everyone's learning styleDid not suit everyone's learning style
Valued a safe place where issues could be discussed Valued a safe place where issues could be discussed 
Learning from experience of others was appreciatedLearning from experience of others was appreciated
Feasibility in relation to practical implicationsFeasibility in relation to practical implications
Time limitations of the model prevented successful Time limitations of the model prevented successful 
resolution of all issues raisedresolution of all issues raised
Consistent facilitation of the model is essentialConsistent facilitation of the model is essential



Quotes fromQuotes from
On On –– Line Focus GroupLine Focus Group

““I found it quite hard to go back and actually trail through whatI found it quite hard to go back and actually trail through what
everyone had writteneveryone had written…….. there wasn.. there wasn’’t enough continuityt enough continuity””

““ itit’’s too late in the game for our teaching hours to be cut down, wes too late in the game for our teaching hours to be cut down, we
are in our final year and we should have access to a tutor are in our final year and we should have access to a tutor ……”……”

““I liked the flexibility but having to solve all the technology iI liked the flexibility but having to solve all the technology issues ssues 
meant extra work for memeant extra work for me””

““I thought it was a good idea to have everything onI thought it was a good idea to have everything on––line. We still had line. We still had 
access to tutors through eaccess to tutors through e--mail and could meet up with tutors at any mail and could meet up with tutors at any 
pointpoint””



Relevance to study / practiceRelevance to study / practice
Valued the use of self directed issuesValued the use of self directed issues from placementfrom placement
OnOn––line resources acquired by the groups were useful line resources acquired by the groups were useful 

Acceptability as a method of learningAcceptability as a method of learning
Perceived a loss of tutor supportPerceived a loss of tutor support
OnOn--line discussion of clinical issues lost an interactive quality line discussion of clinical issues lost an interactive quality 
Preference for concurrent ePreference for concurrent e--learning and face to facelearning and face to face

Feasibility in relation to practical implicationsFeasibility in relation to practical implications
Supported students in developing time management skillsSupported students in developing time management skills
Facilitation is initially timeFacilitation is initially time--consuming and technically taxing  consuming and technically taxing  
Process must be made simple with frequent input from tutors Process must be made simple with frequent input from tutors 

OnOn--Line Group ThemesLine Group Themes



Quotes from Supervision Quotes from Supervision 
‘‘BlendedBlended’’ Focus GroupFocus Group

‘‘I quite enjoyed sitting around and discussing thingsI quite enjoyed sitting around and discussing things……
getting ideas from everyone else that you had not getting ideas from everyone else that you had not 
necessarily thought of beforenecessarily thought of before’’

‘‘I found that the fact that it was online helpful especially  I found that the fact that it was online helpful especially  
when the tutor went on line and gave us pointers  ...It when the tutor went on line and gave us pointers  ...It 
was more focused that waywas more focused that way’’

‘‘Pete (Service User) would come around in the groups Pete (Service User) would come around in the groups 
and he would say  and he would say  ‘‘what would you do? . It was great what would you do? . It was great 
having someone real involved having someone real involved ‘‘



‘‘Blended ModelBlended Model’’ Group ThemesGroup Themes
Relevance to study / practice
A useful way to get the perspectives of others
Especially good to have service users involved
Acquisition of enquiry skills to develop clinical practice and 
knowledge 
An enjoyable way to gain an understanding of clinical 
issues
Acceptability as a method of learning
Once technical aspect of the model was acquired it was 
acceptable
It felt laborious at times when other commitments were 
expected such as assignments 
Feasibility in relation to practical implications
It was important to spend time explaining the model



What we have learnt? What we have learnt? -- ContentContent
‘‘RealReal’’ clinically driven scenarios were preferredclinically driven scenarios were preferred
Discussion of clinical issues enabled students to Discussion of clinical issues enabled students to 
be supported on an emotional levelbe supported on an emotional level
Online submission of feedback following enquiry Online submission of feedback following enquiry 
was valued for ongoing professional developmentwas valued for ongoing professional development
A useful precursor to clinically based research A useful precursor to clinically based research 
questions questions 
Contribution of stakeholders perspective was Contribution of stakeholders perspective was 
important to students experienceimportant to students experience
Students need more practice in the writing of Students need more practice in the writing of 
clinical reportsclinical reports



Replacing faceReplacing face--toto--face learning exclusively by eface learning exclusively by e--learning learning 
did not work for everyone blended model was the preferred did not work for everyone blended model was the preferred 
approach approach 
Flexibility of eFlexibility of e--learning was valued but some struggled with learning was valued but some struggled with 
IT  although this was quickly resolved for most studentsIT  although this was quickly resolved for most students
FaceFace--toto--face discussion of clinical issues enabled students face discussion of clinical issues enabled students 
to be supported on an emotional level which was not to be supported on an emotional level which was not 
possible using a blog possible using a blog 
Could be adopted and adapted by other units at different Could be adopted and adapted by other units at different 
academic levelsacademic levels
This has been a steep learning curve for teaching staff This has been a steep learning curve for teaching staff 
as well as studentsas well as students

What we have learnt? What we have learnt? -- ProcessProcess



Any Questions  Any Questions  

For further information please contact:For further information please contact:

lindsay.rigby@manchester.ac.uklindsay.rigby@manchester.ac.uk
ian.wilson@manchester.ac.ukian.wilson@manchester.ac.uk
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